
Walkway & Patio Flag Stone
Choices at Wicki Stone

Irregular Shapes - Horizontal Pallets

PA Colonial Flagging - Regular

A mix of grays and browns with unpredictable accent 

colors on select pieces.

PA Colonial Flagging - Large

A mix of grays and browns with unique accent colors on 

select pieces.

Rainbow Flagging

The most consistent surface colors are tan to browns, 

but individual pieces can be red, black or other unique 

colors.

Tumbled Rainbow

The base color is a light brown to tan. Accent colors can 

be Salmon, Pink, Black, Red, Brown, Green and 

probably a few other colors too.
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Walkway & Patio Flag Stone Choices at Wicki Stone
Irregular Shapes - Horizontal Pallets

Karney® Irregular Flatstack

Base color is brown tones with a wide variety of accent 

colors that can include Dark Brown, Rust, Green and 

Gray.

Karney® Garden Path

Distinctly light to medium brown, with accent colors that 

can include gray, rust, tan, and even green.

Bluestone Irregular Garden Path

Primarily silvery blue but accent colors ranging from 

brown to green or rust are possible on any piece.

Tumbled Bluestone

The light grays and blues of bluestone with modest 

accent colors. The surface can range from smooth to 

rough. Edges are smooth and rounded from tumbling.
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Walkway & Patio Flag Stone Choices at Wicki Stone
Irregular Shapes - Vertical Pallets

Bluestone - Blue/Blue Color

Blue-gray with small accent colors on select pieces. 

Surface can range from smooth to rough.

Bluestone - Full Range Color

Blue-gray with prominent accent colors on many pieces. 

Accent colors include Brown, Tan, Green, Rust and other hues.

Sawn Rainbow 1.5”

Base color is tan, accent colors include Rust, Red, 

Salmon, Pink, Brown and sometimes Black.

Precisely sawn to 1.5” thick.

Sawn Bluestone 1.5”

Primarily silvery blue but accent colors ranging from 

brown to green or rust are possible on any piece.

Precisely sawn to 1.5” thick.
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Walkway & Patio Flag Stone Choices at Wicki Stone
Irregular Shapes - Vertical Pallets

Rainbow Natural Cleft Finish

Base color tends to be light tan or light brown but every 

piece has accent colors that can range from Salmon to 

Pink, Rust, Dark Brown, Black and other variations.

Karney®

Base color is brown tones with a wide variety of accent 

colors that can include Dark Brown, Rust, Green and 

Gray.

Tennessee Crab Orchard

Quite often the base color is Salmon with color accents 

that can include Pink, Red, White, Rust and Brown.

Tennessee Crab Orchard - Gray

Charcoal Gray with select areas having bright accent colors 

like Rust or Brown. White veining is evident in some pieces.
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Walkway & Patio Flag Stone Choices at Wicki Stone
Oversize Pallets

Most horizontal pallets of Irregular stone tend to consist of smaller pieces as compared 

to vertical pallets.  However, some of our horizontal pallets are oversized and consist of 

much larger pieces (as shown to the right with a yard stick for scale). 

This stone can also be used for natural stone steps.

Bluestone - Oversized Pallet

Primarily gray but with a range of accent colors possible.


